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We study a counter-flow solid oxide fuel cell system and consider the challenges faced in

minimizing thermal variations from the nominal operating conditions for a reasonable

range of power tracking. Blower dynamics, reformer transport delays, spatial distribution

of the heat generated and the resulting thermal response are among the issues considered.

A novel approach, relying on partial internal reformation of the feedstock is proposed as a

remedy to maintain a strong level of power tracking with minimal thermal stress to the

fuel cell.

Copyright © 2014, Hydrogen Energy Publications, LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights

reserved.
Introduction

The emerging distributed generation paradigm requires

high efficiency, flexible and environmentally benign energy

sources that can be installed at a variety of scales. Solid

Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFC) are receiving increasing attention

due to their high efficiency, low pollutant emissions, and

scalability. The underlying electrochemical processes in the

fuel cell occur at rates that can address all typical power

tracking needs. There are, however, technical challenges

that are faced at the system level. For example, reliance on

external reformation results in transport delays in the

reformer that can lead to fuel starvation or loss of power

tracking ability. On the other hand, exclusive reliance on

internal reformation leads to excessive thermal gradients

due to disparate rates of electrochemical and reforming

reactions at the same temperature. More generally, rapid

changes in the power setting can result in excessive tem-

perature spatial and temporal variations, with the
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commensurate increased thermal stress and possible re-

ductions in durability and life of the fuel cell.

In Refs. [1e5] advantages of centralized controller for

transient operation of SOFC are shown. In an earlier paper [3],

we have studied power tracking and thermal control of a co-

flow SOFC. The airflow rate (cathode inlet) and its tempera-

ture were shown to be effective actuators for thermal man-

agement. In Fardadi et al. [3], it was shown that a centralized

controller offers important advantages for the co-flow design.

Then an advanced control technique was used to minimize

thermal variations, from nominal operating conditions, for a

significant range of power variations.While these results were

obtained under the assumption of perfect actuator mecha-

nisms, subsequent work presented in Fardadi et al. [4,5]

showed certain actuator limitations do not provide a signifi-

cant challenge and can be addressed with relative ease. For

example, the challenges associated with the parasitic power

losses in the blower can be addressed by incorporating a

model of the blower in the dynamic model and letting the

controller balance the power needs of the blower.
ished by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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The key actuator challenge identified in Fardadi et al. [4,5]

was associated with fuel processing. The delays associated

with fuel processing limit the ability of the fuel cell to provide

power tracking. Since the transport delay in fuel delivery is

slower than the electrochemistry dynamics, when power de-

mand is increased the potential for fuel starvation and cell

damage increases as well [7e9].

In Refs. [4,5], transport delays due to external reformation

were handled by relying on internal reformation for a portion

of the fuel used. The amount of this directly injected (into the

anode) methane was used to adjust the overall fuel delivery,

given the power demand. As a result, the external reformer is

used at steady operating conditions and transport delays are

avoided. Also, the use of a central controller that includes the

model of the blower and a spatially resolved SOFCmodel were

shown to provide a high degree of thermal control, keeping

thermal variations from the nominal profile low (e.g., a few

degrees for ± 15% step change in power).

Here, we focus on the counter-flowdesign for the SOFC. This

configuration is the subject of interest due to its potential for

higher efficiency due to higher utilization of electrochemically

generated heat for fuel processing [10,11]. Counter flow config-

uration ismore efficient because the anode entrance regionwill

always have the highest current due to the reactant concen-

tration, and in the co-flow this high current area occurs at the

low temperature cathode inlet where Ohmic losses are higher

than in the high temperature cathode outlet region. The higher

efficiency comes at the cost of more challenging temperature

distributions in the fuel cell and more challenging thermal

control as the actuationmechanisms (e.g., cathode air flow rate

and its temperature) areapplieddownstream, far fromthemost

electrochemically active sites in which the majority of the heat

is generated. This leads to several challenges, which are dis-

cussed and addressed in the rest of this paper. ‘Dome’-like

thermal profiles are caused by reformation cooling that domi-

nates on one side of the fuel cell and cathode air cooling that

dominates on the other side of the fuel cell. The ‘dome’ like

thermal profiles lead to the need for a more detailed informa-

tion regarding the thermal profile, which requires a spatial

model (hence higher order models) to resolve in simulations,

and a larger number of sensors in application of controls.

While partial internal reformation can again be used for

enhanced power tracking, it often results in excessive thermal

temporal variations and spatial gradients which can cause

thermal stress. The solution provided here allows slow

changes in the operation of the reformer to avoid excessive

thermal gradients. This, in turn, requires a dynamic and

spatially resolved model for the reformer to study the influ-

ence of the reformer transients and a feedback loop to adjust

the amount of internal reformation in response to the

reformer dynamics. Overall, it is shown that the proposed

approach can be used for enhanced power following of

counter flow SOFC technology, with minimal thermal stress

and potential fatigue or damage, as shown in Results Section.
Fig. 1 e Quasi 2-dimensional counter-flow SOFC spatial

discretization [6].
Background

Aguiar et al. [11,12] developed a dynamicalmodel of an anode-

supported intermediate temperature direct internal reforming
(DIR) planar SOFC stack for both co-flow and counter-flow

arrangements without considering inherent coupling be-

tween balance of plant dynamics and the fuel cell. Their main

focus is on analyzing the electrochemical performance of the

cell for different temperatures and fuel utilizations. They

identified that both the fuel and air must be manipulated to

maintain fuel cell operating condition during transients,

though they were not concerned with controlling (or mini-

mizing) temperature variations due to the fuel cell dynamics.

In this paper, nominal temperatures remained unchanged in

order to minimize overall temperature variation spatially and

temporally.

Shaffer and Brouwer [13] developed a quasi-2-dimensional

dynamic model of a direct internal reformation planar SOFC

(DIR-SOFC) for counter-flow configuration to investigate ef-

fects of various parameters and assumptions on the temper-

ature gradients across the cell. Results showed that positive

electrodee electrolytee negative electrode (PEN) temperature

gradients will increase by improving the cell electrochemical

performance, andmanufacturing larger size cells. Shaffer and

Brouwer conclude that by implementing effective controllers

and by designing the stack with specific features, it may be

possible to alleviate PEN temperature gradients. The work of

Shaffer and Brouwer [13] and also that of Mueller [14] are the

most closely related modeling methodologies to the one used

in this paper. The model development for this control work

was conducted in MATLAB Simulink® in order to take

advantage of the built-in control tools.
Fuel cell stack

The current model is developed based on conservation of

mass, species, and energy, as well as equations of convective

and conductive heat transfer, steam reformation reactions

and fuel cell electrochemistry. For spatial and temporal reso-

lution, the fuel cell is quasi-dimensionally discretized (in 2-D)

into nodes along the flow direction with each node consisting

of four control volumes: PEN tri-layer, interconnect plate,

anode, and cathode gas channel control volumes as shown in

Fig. 1. Here the same methodology as Fardadi et al. [3e6] has

been used to develop a dynamic model for an anode-
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supported counter-flow configuration model. Only the phys-

ical and chemical processes that affect the timescale of in-

terest (i.e., greater than 10 ms) are modeled. This includes the

reformation kinetics, heat transfer and bulk channel flow. The

electrochemical kinetics are assumed to be sufficiently quick

to be considered always at steady state. The resulting dynamic

model resolves the temperatures for the current collector

plate, cathode gas stream, PEN assembly, and anode gas

stream, local concentrations of six species within the anode

(nitrogen, steam, methane, hydrogen, carbon monoxide and

carbon dioxide), as well as oxygen and nitrogen within the

cathode for a total of 12 states within each node (discretized

length of the cell in the flow channel direction).

The external reformer processes the bulk of the methane

and steam into hydrogen and carbon monoxide/dioxide, with

a small portion of unreformed methane directly entering

anode channels. Direct injection of methane, for addressing

power following, increases the methane concentration

entering the anode while simultaneously increasing the

steam content. As a result, reformer kinetics are considered

within the anode channels of the model in addition to the

external reformer Important differences arise in the thermal

profile due to the underlying endothermic reforming process

which cools down the region near the fuel inlet, as shown

further below.

Because the injected methane is primarily reformed near

the inlet of anode, the counter-flow model has a more pro-

nounced temperature ‘dome,’ as discussed above, and thus

requires a more refined spatial discretization to capture the

key characteristics for comparison with the previously

analyzed co-flow configuration. The counter-flow model thus

contains a larger number of states (higher order model) than

the previous co-flow model. The granularity needed for this

approximation has been studied along the lines used in Ref.

[6], indicating that 10 nodes are sufficient (5 were sufficient in

co-flow arrangements). If, we use 10 nodes, then in total the

fuel cell is discretized into 40 control volumes (4 control vol-

umes per node times 10 nodes in flow direction). The repeat

cell unit is modeled with a periodic boundary condition to

account for heat transfer between the modeled cell and

adjacent cells in the fuel cell stack. The model here is devel-

oped based upon the samemethodology thatwas used in Refs.

[3e6] for co-flow and in Ref. [13] for counter-flow configura-

tion, and the interested reader can consult these references

for further technical details. The methodology used here has

been previously used by others, including [14e26], who have

compared predictions to both cell and system level experi-

mental data [20,22e26]. The modeling methodology used here

has been verified experimentally and used for controls

development in previous work [27e33].

Blower

Cathode flow provides the bulk of the stack cooling and is

responsible for maintaining fuel cell temperature. Internal

heat generation changes with stack power output and fuel

flow, and cathode flow must respond quickly to maintain a

steady temperature profile during transient operations. A low

temperature blower supplies the cathode air flow. Cathode

flow transients are caused by blower dynamics, due to the
rotational inertia, and by air mass storage, due to changing

density with pressure in the relatively large volume of air

manifold plumbing. The outlet pressure (pout ) and flow rate

( _N) of the blower are assumed to be linearly proportional to the

blower shaft speed [4,5]. The shaft speed is determined from a

dynamic shaft torque balance defined in Equation (1)

[4,5,14,34]. The impeller power (loss) is determined from

Equation (2).

Jw
dw
dt

¼ PBlower þ PImpeller (1)

PImpeller ¼ � 1
hBlower

gRTamb

g� 1

"�
pout

pamb

�g�1
g

� 1

#
(2)

In these expressions R represents the gas constant, J is the

blower rotational moment of inertia, Pmotor represents power

supplied by the controller, PImpeller represents the work trans-

ferred to the cathode inlet stream, hBlower represents the

isentropic compression efficiency (85%), and g represents the

specific heat ratio of air. Shaft speed ismeasured and provides

an additional sensor to the controller.
External fuel processing (reformer)

The proposed approach here required a detailed reformer

model to capture the fuel reformation transients. The reformer

is discretized in a manner that is similar to that used for the

fuel cell stack. A single planar repeat unit of the reformer

reactor described by three control volumes is divided into 20

segments (nodes) in the primary flow direction. A hot gas

channel, a catalyst coated solid plate and cold gas channel

comprise the three control volumesof eachnode. The effective

area of reformation is scaled by increasing or decreasing the

number of repeating planar units. McLarty [34] showed that 20

nodes are sufficient to capture all of the physical behavior and

the impacts of additional discretization beyond this, is mini-

mal. Cathode exhaust is directed into the hot channels to

provide the thermal energy necessary to balance the endo-

thermic reformationof incoming fuel occurringwithin thecold

gas channels. The solid plate conducts heat from the hot

channels to the reforming fuel-water mixture, supports the

reforming catalyst, and introduces a thermal mass that pro-

duces a thermal storage transient. The inlet properties to each

control volume are species mole fractions, temperatures, and

flow rates from the upstream control volume or the inlet

boundary condition. The exit properties of each control vol-

ume are determined from an energy balance of the heat

transfer and reformation kinetics in that control volume.

The reforming and wateregas-shift reactions (Equations

(3) and (4)) are described using the kinetics outlined by

Drescher [35] and B.A. Haberman and J.B. Young [36]

respectively.

Reforming : CH4 þH2O�����!Rrf
COþ 3H2 (3)

Water� gas� shift : COþH2O�����!Rsf
CO2 þH2 (4)

In which Rrf and Rsf represent the forward catalyzed re-

action rate constants for the reforming and water gas
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shift reactions, respectively, and defined in Ref. [37] as

follows:

Rrf ¼
28:52$pCH4

pH2O$exp
�
�11;000

RT

�
1þ 16:0$pCH4 þ 0:143$pH2O$exp

�
39;000
RT

�$AV (5)

Rsf ¼ ksf

�
pH2OpCO � pH2

pCO2

Kps

�
(6)

ksf ¼ 0:0171exp

�
�103191

RT

�
(7)

Kps ¼
cH2

cCO2

cH2OcCO

(8)

where AV represents the active surface area to volume ratio,

which is set to 5 � 105 [37]. For both internal and external

reformation, steam is added to avoid damage to the fuel cell

due to coking. In simulations here, a fixed ratio of 2:1 is used

for the steam to carbon at the points when methane is intro-

duced. The reformation process uses some of the steam,

resulting in an SCR of 0.87 at the outlet of the reformer (here by

carbon we mean the total carbon in CH4, CO and CO2). This

ratio is increased along the flow as the fuel cell electrochem-

istry uses the hydrogen and generates H2O. The steam to

carbon ratio behavior and effects are further discussed in the

result section (partial internal reformation subsection).

The reaction kinetics are sensitive to temperature, and as a

result thermal management of the reformer is paramount to

sustain sufficient hydrogen concentration at the anode inlet.

The chemical kineticmodel ofXuand Fromenthas beenused in

Ref. [5] and results were qualitatively similar to the results

presented here. For the kinetic model of Xu and Froment the

species variations were less sensitive to temperature variation

compare to the ones we used here. We intentionally used the

more sensitivemodel tomonitor the effects of higher variations

in the mole fractions in the overall behavior of the fuel cell.
Model linearization and reduction for control

This section describes the linearization of the aforementioned

spatially resolved dynamic model and evaluates the feasi-

bility of applying the linear model in control systems devel-

opment and evaluation. The procedure for linearization near

a specific operating condition is described in Fardadi et al.

[3,5]. For the controls development, the fuel cell model was

linearized near its nominal operating condition as specified in

Table 1 of the Appendix to this paper. The inlet temperature is

specified to maintain an average electrolyte temperature of

800 �C with a temperature gradient of 10 �C/cm across a 10 cm

length planar cell. The open loop response to a 15% load

change differed by less than 1 �C between the reduced order

linear model and the complete nonlinear system model. The

resulting linear model takes the form of Equation (9) with the

A, B1, B2, C1, C2, D11, D12, D21, D22 matrices determined by the

built-in Simulink tools.8<
:

dx_ ¼ Adxþ B1dwþ B2du
dz ¼ C1dxþD11dwþD12du
dy ¼ C2dxþD21dwþD22du

(9)
Here, wðtÞ2Rm1 is a vector of exogenous inputs (e.g.,

external disturbances and noise in the system), uðtÞ2Rm2 is the

vector of control inputs, zðtÞ2Rp1 is a vector of control vari-

ables and yðtÞ2Rp2 is the measurement vector (sensors). Var-

iables with d denote change from the nominal (baseline)

values.

The specific disturbances, actuators, and sensors are

similar to those used for the co-flow configuration presented

in Fardadi et al. [3e5] and listed in Table 2 of the Appendix.

The control inputs of blower power and cathode inlet tem-

perature are readily manipulated using an electric power

controller and a bypass valve directing air past the inlet air

heat exchangers. The objective of this work is to demonstrate

the load following capability of an SOFC system while con-

trolling PEN temperature variations, making fuel cell load the

primary disturbance of interest and spatial PEN temperatures

the control variables. The sensor selection was based upon

practical considerations (ease of use via thermocouples etc.),

proximity, and coupling with the key performance objective;

reducing the temperature variations from the nominal profile

along the fuel cell during transient operation. In the counter-

flow configuration, a higher number of nodes is required to

capture the more pronounced temperature dome profile,

which results in a higher order model, compared to the co-

flow case. Additionally, the large temperature gradients near

the anode inlet where reforming rates are high require a

higher number of sensors, as well, particularly near this key

region.

Measurement of blower shaft speed provides an addi-

tional sensor capable of capturing the fast dynamics asso-

ciated with the blower. Temperature measurements

included are the anode outlet temperature, and intercon-

nect, plate temperatures at various locations. Since PEN

temperatures are not easily measurable, plate temperatures,

which are in close proximity to the PEN and can more easily

be measured, are used. We also use the cathode outlet

temperature as it closely related with the overall thermal

conditions of the anode inlet.

Fuel flow rate is linearly related to current which is an in-

direct measure of heat generation in the fuel cell. As a result,

we used ameasurement of the fuel flow rate as another sensed

variable for the controller. Fuel flow rate is also required to

use in a separate control loop to regulate the required CH4

in the fixed ratio partial internal reformation scheme,

whichwill be discussed in Partial internal reformation Section.

Model reduction

For the purpose of controller design, the blower model was

integrated with fuel cell stack model. The full linearized

model contains 122 states 10 fuel cell nodes with 6 anode

species, 2 cathode species, and 4 temperatures (anode, cath-

ode, PEN, plate). The final two states represent the blower. A

reduction in the number of states will reduce computational

burden and sensitivity to numerical error. The model is

reduced to 99 states by removing the uncontrollable and un-

observable states. Further state reduction is conducted by

calculating the Hankel singular values [38] of the system, and

keeping only those states with singular values greater than

10�2. The resulting model has 23 states. The open-loop

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2014.09.148
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response to the same 15% load transient remained within 1 �C
of the full order linear model. Since these results follow Far-

dadi et al. [3,5], details are omitted for brevity.
Feedback control design

The control design uses the H-infinity approach and the LMI

toolbox of MATLAB [40], which was previously applied in

Fardadi et al. [4]. The goal is to minimize fuel cell temperature

variations from the nominal operating conditions. The

reduced order linear plant model is applied to obtain a

compensator in the form of Equation (10).

�
_xc ¼ Acxc þ Bcdy
du ¼ Ccxc þDcdy

(10)

The controller structure in Fig. 2 is aimed atminimizing the

effects of disturbance, e.g., power demand, on the fuel cell

temperature variations from the nominal case. In Fig. 2, the

box ‘Plant’ refers to the actual nonlinear model, which is a

blower model and a reformer model integrated with the fuel

cell model, and valves. The nominal values of all variables uref,

yref, wref, and zref are found from steady state conditions

specified in Table 2. The disturbance dz represents spatial

temperature variation from nominal, which is defined as

dz ¼ z� zref . Similarly, a load variation is represented by dw

which results in a change in the operating conditions from the

steady state, i.e. dy. The resulting, dy, pass through the

controller, which specifies the inputs (du) such that dz is

minimized. The controller has the same order as the plant

(i.e., dim of Ac is the same as dim of A). Technical details are

omitted for sake of brevity but an interested reader can con-

sult references [38e42] for details.
Results

The primary actuators used for fuel cell system control

(blower power, cathode inlet temperature, and fuel flow) all

experience some degree of delay. Fardadi et al. [4] showed that

incorporating the blower dynamics into the model when

developing a central controller can eliminate the ‘non-mini-

mum phase’ behavior often associated with the neglected

blower dynamics. The thermal inertia in the heat exchanger

may lead to a thermal transport delaywhen controlling for the

cathode inlet temperature. Fardadi et al. [4] demonstrated that
Fig. 2 e Feedback control block diagram.
thermal transport delays between 5 and 20 s do not signifi-

cantly affect fuel cell thermal transients. The delays in fuel

reformer introduce delays into the fuel delivery on the order of

1e5 s, which can significantly diminish power tracking capa-

bility. This section presents results of dynamic simulations of

load following operation with these non-ideal actuators. The

simulationswere conductedwith the spatially resolvedmodel

of a counter-flow SOFC with the reduced-order linear control

developed in the previous section. Two system integration

concepts are considered; 1) complete external fuel processing,

2) partial internal fuel processing.

The non-ideal actuation mechanisms introduce similar

behavior to the counter-flow SOFC system as was seen in the

co-flow case. The cathode pre-heat bypass delay is the most

benign, resulting in relatively small overshoot/undershoot in

fuel cell temperatures in response to step increase and

decrease perturbations of 15%. The fuel transport and pro-

cessing delay can lead to fuel starvation and consequently

high cell stress for conditions of fast power tracking. The valve

actuation and fuel processing delays are assumed to be un-

known during control development. Thus, the controller will

inevitably be faced with unanticipated errors that are not

included in the model for controller design purposes. System

performance is degraded by imperfect actuators in the form of

increased internal temperature variation and decreased

power tracking. Thermal variations that result primarily from

the blower dynamics can induce cell thermal stress leading to

fatigue or failure. Decreased power tracking that is the inevi-

table result of fuel processing delay, increases the dynamics

which the grid powermust accommodate or increases the size

of an accompanying battery required in a stand-alone or

micro-grid application.

The FC operating power set-point is the algebraic sum of

the output power demand and the blower power determined

by the controller. The delivered power is thus the generated

power minus the blower power as specified in Equation (11)

where yc is blower power demand (controller command), ys
is the system power actually supplied and yfc is FC power

produced.

ys ¼ yfc � yc (11)

If the blower power demand ismet precisely, perfect power

following may not be possible. Such a situation can occur

when fuel cell power cannot be raised fast enough (e.g., when

experiencing reforming delays) or when the reference power

of the fuel cell reaches the maximum allowable power. Partial

internal reformation Section discusses the utilization of direct

injection of CH4 to address this challenge.
External reformation transients

The most aggressive transient for a fuel cell to meet is a large

step change. In the current simulation at 1000 s, an external

power demand step decrease of 15% to 3 kW was applied

followed by a step increase of 30% to 4 kW at 5000 s. Since

thermal dynamics are fairly slow (due to the large SOFC

thermal mass) 4000 s are required for the open loop temper-

ature variations to reach steady state for significant applied

perturbations.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2014.09.148
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Fig. 3 presents the results for system response a 33% step

change perturbation from 3 kW to 4 kW. The electrochemistry

responds instantaneously with a reduction in voltage and a

corresponding increase in current. Due to the fuel processing

delay, increasing current without the required fuel results in

increased fuel utilization. When the current increases faster

than the fuel transport, rapid changes in the voltage can occur

and fuel starvation is possible. At fuel utilizations above 95%

the anode electrode can be rapidly and permanently oxidized,

resulting in permanent stack damage [33,43e45]. As a safety

measure, the controller imposes a lower limit of 0.77 V for the

voltage, which corresponds to 94% fuel utilization, to prevent

fuel starvation. The inset charts illustrate how, at 5000 s,

current rapidly increases to 55 amps when the voltage safety

limit engages. Subsequently the current continues to increase

at a slower rate corresponding to the fuel transport delay.

After the power set-point is reached at 5012 s the fuel increase

catches up with the current increase and fuel utilization
Fig. 4 e Predicted anode inlet temperature and change of specie
settles at 85%. The additional fuel changes the currentevolt-

age relationship and raises voltage to nearly 0.78 V.

Aspower increases, so toodoes the fuelflowrate through the

reformer. This results in substantial changes in the reformation

chemistry (e.g., partial fraction of the hydrogen in the reformer

outlete anode inlet) andanode inlet temperature,which in turn

it may affect fuel cell performance (more on this later).

Fig. 4 shows variations in anode inlet temperature during

these transients. Here a worst case scenario has been simu-

lated by directly coupling a reformer model without inde-

pendent temperature control. The closed loop integration of

the fuel cell and reformer can cause undesirable transient

response. If the cathode exhaust is cooled during a transient,

the heat delivered to the reformer is less, and the fuel

composition supplied to the FC will contain more CH4. Typi-

cally, the thermalmass of the reformer and the relative excess

of thermal energy available in the cathode exhaust are suffi-

cient to accommodate most transients, but, any substantial
s concentration at reformer outlet under load perturbation.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2014.09.148
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delay in the fuelmass transport (delivery to the reformer) is an

example of a transient that is not easily overcome by the

thermal inertia of the reformer.

The top chart in Fig. 4 illustrates the anode inlet tempera-

ture variation during the same step-change simulation. A

rapid increase in power introduces additional fuel to the

reformer before any additional heat has been generated in the

FC. This leads to a reduction in reformer temperature, and

therefore anode inlet temperature. The ±10� temperature

variation is tolerable given the high operating temperatures

and the fact that the fuel cell typically operates with 100 �C
temperature variation from inlet to outlet.

The two bottom charts of Fig. 4 illustrate the change in

hydrogen andmethane concentration leaving the reformer as

it is cools during this transient. Hydrogen concentration is

reduced from 61% to 52% while the methane content qua-

druples to nearly 8%. This fuel will be quickly reformed in the

FC anode and can lead to steep local temperature gradients

near the fuel entrance. It is possible to incorporate indepen-

dent temperature control of the reformer into the SOFC sys-

tem design to mitigate these concentration variations. While

the reformer is sensitive to temperature variations as noted

above, such a variation is typically slow due to the relatively

large reformer thermalmass, and in the current case transient

thermal responses typically take >500 s. The variations in inlet

anode mole fractions did not significantly alter the overall

SOFC performance.
Fuel processing delay

The fuel processing delay referred to previously is illustrated

in Fig. 5. The delay can be seen as the difference between the

fuel demand (blue line) and fuel supply (dashed red line). It

takes nearly 30 s for the external reformer to meet the fuel

demand due to transport delay [7e9].
Fig. 5 e Predicted mo
Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show fuel cell's PEN temperature variation

under ±15% load perturbation for both open loop (Fig. 6) and

under feedback control (Fig. 7). Open loop PEN temperature

variation is between 11 K and 45 K from nominal operating

conditions in response to the increasing power step change

perturbation, depending upon the node considered (i.e.,

location along the length of the cell). Fig. 7 shows that the

controller is capable of maintaining the maximum tempera-

ture variation to within 7 K from nominal conditions, which is

a satisfactory result.

Fig. 8 shows the power following profile for ±15% step

changes in power demand from nominal operating condi-

tions. During the step change from 85% to 115% of nominal

power there is a significant gap between the net power pro-

duced and system power demand. The power tracking error

reaches 6% and persists for 12 s. Recall that the fuel processing

delay introduced by the external reformer has a time scale of

approximately 15 s. The power can recover before the fuel

flow is completely recovered, albeit at a higher fuel utilization.

After 15 s the fuel flow reaches steady-state and fuel utiliza-

tion normalizes to the desired 85%.

These results, coupled with the insight that small varia-

tions in inlet fuel composition during transients have little

effect on stack performance, lead to the justification for direct

fuel injection into the anode during step-load response. To

avoid the power tracking error caused by the fuel processing

delay the supplemental fuel needed during a step increase in

power demand perturbation will be provided directly to the

stack, bypassing the external reformer as in Refs. [4,5].
Partial internal reformation

In the previous section, we showed that the fuel processing

delay in the reformer causes significant problems in power

following. In this section we will discuss partial internal
lar fuel flow rate.
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Fig. 6 e Predicted open loop temperature variations for Counter-flow configuration.
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reformation, its advantages and disadvantages, as an alter-

native method. Similar to the co-flow case [4,5], initially we

will use directly injectedmethane, for roughly 20% of the total

fuel needed. For changes of up to about 15% in power, we then

adjust the amount of methane to response to the changes in

fuel demand, as the power drawn from the fuel cell is altered.

As a result, the external reformer is allowed to operate at a

steady condition and the delay and performance degradation

of the reformer are avoided and replaced by the fast dynamics

associated with valves that regulate the flow of methane. On

the other hand, since most of the reformation is completed

near the fuel entrance, internal reformation may result in

excessive thermal gradients in this region. Higher blower

power is required to suppress the higher overall thermal

gradient for the co-flow configurations, thus reducing the

overall system efficiency. For the performance measure, as in

Refs. [4,5], we propose using the ratio of net power produced
Fig. 7 e Predicted closed loop temperature va
(i.e., for external use) to the fuel flow rate (fuel used) e see the

Appendix for details.

In the co-flow case, partial internal reformation results in

lower temperature variation for the case of open loop at the

cost of a modest performance reduction of 1.5% compared to

the case of 100% external reformation. This performance

reduction is due to the need for higher inlet mass air flow and

temperature at the cathode inlet to counter the cooling effects

of extra methane introduced into the anode and reformed

when power is increased.

For the counter-flow configuration, however, partial in-

ternal reformation leads to around a 5% increase in the per-

formance measure compared to the case of 100% external

reformation. This is due to the fact that, in the counter-flow

case, cathode air cooling is introduced at the other end of

the fuel cell and thus has less influence on the regions near

the anode inlet, where the extra methane will be internally
riations for Counter-flow configuration.
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Fig. 8 e Predicted load Tracking profile.
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reformed. As a result, the need to increase the temperature of

the cathode air is obviated and lower air flow rates will be

needed, leading to lower power usage by the blower, to keep

the same 100� maximum temperature difference. One could

use higher blower power to have less than 100� total temper-

ature change and less steep temperature gradients, but for the

sake of comparison with the co-flow case, here we kept the

same 100� maximum temperature difference.

On the other hand, unlike the co-flow configuration, in

counter-flow using a constant flow rate for external refor-

mation can lead to larger temperature gradients. Once the

power demand is increased, more methane is injected,

which cools the anode inlet area. Due to an overall increase

in the heat generated, more cooling will be provided by the

actuation mechanism at the cathode inlet, leading to a more

pronounced dome, and thus larger thermal gradients. Re-

sults associated with this phenomenon, including tempera-

ture profiles, and a possible remedy to deal with excessive

gradients will be discussed next. To address this challenge,

for counter-flow configuration a constant ratio of pre-

reformed fuel to the direct injection of CH4 has been tried.

Such a fixed ratio prevents excessive dome-like gradients

and yields a profile similar to the nominal one, leading to

lower overall thermal gradients, as shown in the results

section below.

Naturally, maintaining a fixed ratio requires concurrently

manipulating the amount of external and internal reforma-

tion amounts, which might lead to the same delay related

difficulties as experienced previously. To address this, we use

methane injection during the transients to ensure proper fuel

availability, then adjusting the methane injection to maintain

the fixed ratio as the reformer flow rate reaches steady state.

Given the duration of this transient, and the overall thermal

mass of the fuel cell, this combination allows strong power

tracking with reduced thermal variations. In the results below

this approach and its impact on efficiency and the thermal

profile will be discussed.

The operating conditions for a 5 kW fuel cell with partial

internal reformation are listed in Table 3 in the Appendix.

Recall that the inlet temperature is specified to maintain an

average electrolyte temperature of 800 �C with a temperature

gradient of 10 �C/cm across a 10 cm length planar cell. Note

that the operating conditions here are somewhat different

from the pure external reformation case discussed earlier.

This difference is due to the use of different air flow and

temperature to keep the same 100� maximum temperature

difference between the air inlet and the dome of the profile.
Partial internal reformation leads to a higher performance

measure due to the lower use of blower power to keep the

same 100� maximum PEN temperature difference at nominal

operating conditions. This is due to the fact that the endo-

thermic internal reformation directly uses some of the heat

generated by the electrochemistry; thus the fuel cell requires

less air flow to keep the overall temperature the same. On the

other hand, this comes at the expense of higher local tem-

perature gradient especially near the fuel inlet where most of

the internal reformation occurs.

To evaluate the closed loop results, given the large gradi-

ents near the anode inlet, we put more emphasis on temper-

ature variations of the first node (by multiplying dT1 by 2).

Thus the closed loop temperature variation is a result of a

controller that is designed for themodified controlled variable

z. Result shows that the open loop PEN temperature variations

are between 14 K and 35 K for increasing power and that the

controller is capable of maintaining the temperature variation

within 14 K from nominal condition during a ±15% power

demand step perturbation. Although the cost function has

been adjusted by modifying “z”, temperature variation from

nominal condition for the first node is still around 14 K.

Without modifying the cost function the temperature varia-

tion from nominal condition for the first node is around 20 K.

These results imply that a constant flow rate of external

reformation is not as beneficial as for the co-flow case and

leads to an additional 10e15� temperature variation from

nominal. This is due to the internal reformation that occurs

near the anode inlet, but unlike the co-flow case, in counter-

flow configuration the actuators are on the opposite side of

the fuel cell and are thus not as effective inmitigating thermal

variations.

The reliance on internal reformation discussed here pro-

vides the needed fuel with minimal delay. This, however, can

alter the ratio of internal to external reformation, particularly

during power increases, leading to a higher ratio of directly

injected methane and thus excessive cooling near the anode

inlet and higher thermal gradients. To counter this, the ratio is

slowly restored to the nominal value.

Fig. 9 shows the schematic of the feedback loop used here

to regulate the amount of directly injected CH4. Here, _NTotal is

the total molar flow rate of fuel plus steam (ratio of 2:1 for

steam to carbon) required for the fuel cell to provide the power

demand, while _NEXT is the flow rate of pre-reformed fuel from

the external reformer. The difference, _NINT , is the flow rate of

mixture of methane and steam introduced directly into the

anode, this ratio, of 1/3 CH4 and 2/3 water is used to keep the

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2014.09.148
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Fig. 9 e Partial internal reformation block diagram.
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same steam to carbon ratio, sufficient to avoid carbon depo-

sition [14,43e48].

Experimental studies have shown that no carbon deposi-

tion was observed for SCR higher than 1.5e1.6 (e.g. in an Ni-

YSZ in an SOFC [48], see also [43e47]). It is worthwhile to

note that the steam to carbon ratio in the fuel cell varies from

0.87 at the inlet to 3.46 at the outlet of fuel cell if there is no

direct injection of the methane/steam discussed above. The

additional mixture changes the profile: somewhat higher SCR

throughout (e.g., 1.35 at the inlet and 3.6 at the outlet). Higher

SCR can absorb some of the heat and result in somewhatmore

cooling at the inlet and lower voltages due to the higher partial

pressures in the Nernst terms. For damage prevention, how-

ever, some steam is considered necessary. The values used

here are consistent with what is considered safe (see Refs.

[14,43e48]). The overall sensitivity of the fuel cell performance

to the precise value of the SCR is limited. For example, for an

SCR of 1.5 versus 2.5 for the fuel used, higher steam to carbon

ratios resulted in slightly more loss in Nernst equation, which

resulted in slightly lower voltages and higher currents (i.e. by

the ratio of approximately 1/50dor 2% of the nominal values).

The thermal profile however has a somewhat more pro-

nounced change particularly in the case of partial internal

reformation. There, the cooling near the entrance is more

pronounced due to absorption of heat by cooler steam with

somewhat higher temperatures near the exit due to the

slightly higher loss terms (thus more heat generation). These

are all within the same 2% of nominal values. The overall

average temperature differs by 2� or less out ofmore than 1000

average temperature).
Fig. 10 e Predicted steady state temperature profile for partia
In steady state conditions, _NEXT and _NINT correspond to 80%

and 20% of the needed fuel (see the Appendix for the relevant

calculations). When power is increased, 80% of the required

fuel flow rate enters the reformer. Due to the fuel processing

delay the flow rate at the outlet of the reformer is less than

80% of the total flow rate for the duration of the delay and the

flow rate of mixture of methane and steam calculated as:

_NINT ¼ _NTotal � _NEXT (12)

This approach is based upon the assumption that the

variations in partial fractions of the fuel in the reformer outlet

are relatively small during transients. Note that results in Figs.

5 to 8 showed that the variations in anode compartment mole

fractions did not have a substantial effect on overall fuel cell

performance.

The left chart on Fig. 10 shows the open loop steady state

temperature profile for the three different cases of: (a) partial

internal reformation at nominal operating conditions with

80% of fuel reformed externally, (b) 15% power demand step

increase keeping the amount of external reformation fixed,

and (c) 15% power demand step increase for a fixed ratio of

external reformation to the total fuel used. Here, for the

nominal conditions, we have 100� maximum temperature

difference between the dome of the profile and the fuel inlet

established as the nominal operating conditions.

Increasing power results in increasing fuel flow which re-

sults in decreasing anode inlet temperature (and some slower

cooling effects on the reformer). Decreasing anode inlet tem-

perature as well as higher amounts of internal reformation

results in cooling the area near the anode inlet and higher

temperature gradient in that area.

Comparing the three temperature profiles e in the open

loop e shows that using a fixed amount of external reforma-

tion results in increasing temperature gradient near the anode

inlet, which is due to the cooling effect of increased internal

reformation on the area near the fuel entrance. On the other

hand, using a fixed ratio of external to internal reformation

results in a temperature profile similar to the nominal one and

prevents excessive gradients at the expense of higher tem-

perature variations from nominal conditions.
l internal reformation (left: open loop, right: closed loop).
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Fig. 11 e Predicted open loop temperature variations, fixed ratio of 80% external reformation at operating condition for

counter-flow configuration.
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The right chart on Fig. 10 shows the closed loop steady

state temperature profile for the same three cases. The higher

temperature gradient near the fuel entrance for fixed amount

of pre-reformed fuel in open loop temperature profile results

in higher temperature variations in the closed loop tempera-

ture profile as well. This is due to higher ratio of internal

reformation (during transients as well as steady state) and

having counter-balancing actuators at the opposite end of the

fuel cell. The current controller aims to minimize the overall

temperature variations from nominal conditions, which leads

to lowering the entire temperature profile by increasing

blower power and decreasing cathode inlet temperature. This

would result in higher temperature variations near the fuel
Fig. 12 e Predicted closed loop temperature variations, fixed rat

counter-flow configuration.
inlet for the fixed value external reformation case, compared

with the fixed ratio case.

Figs. 11 and 12 show the results for the fixed ratio case:

open loop temperature variation is between 19 K and 56 K

for increasing power and controller is capable of maintain-

ing the temperature variation within 8 K from nominal

condition during a ±15% power demand step variation from

nominal conditions. Of course, during transients the per-

centage of internal reformation will be temporarily more

than 20% of the total flow rate, to ensure that there is

enough fuel for power tracking. Due to the limited delay in

reformer flow and the thermal masses involved, this does

not result in significant additional thermal variations. As a
io of 80% external reformation at operating condition for
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Table 1 e Nominal SOFC operating condition.

Parameter Nominal value

Net Power 3.5 kW

Stack Power 3.88 kW

Voltage 0.80 V

Cathode Inlet Temperature 994 K

Blower Power 0.38 kW

Table 2 e Disturbances, actuator and sensors applied to
the linear model and control development.

Disturbances (Di) 1) Fuel cell power

Actuators (Ai) 1) Cathode inlet temperature

2) Blower power

Sensors (Si) 1) Anode outlet temperature

2) Plate temperature of 1st node

3) Plate temperature of 2nd node

4) Plate temperature of 3rd node

5) Plate temperature of 5th node

6) Plate temperature of 8th node

7) Plate temperature of 10th node

8) blower shaft speed

9) Cathode outlet temperature

10) Fuel flow rate

Control Variables (CVi) i) ith node electrolyte temperature

Table 3 e Nominal SOFC operating condition.

Parameter Nominal value

Net Power 3.5 kW

Stack Power 3.685 kW
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result, the higher efficiency of the partial internal reforma-

tion is maintained.

Once power is increased, more heat is generated which

would require higher air flow rates in both co-flow and

counter flow configurations to keep the temperature profile

close to the nominal. To avoid excessive cooling at of the

electrolyte assembly at the cathode inlet the recirculation or

pre-heating must increase, leading to additional power

losses. In counter flow the heat convected downstream of

anode warms the cathode inlet (i.e, fuel outlet) preventing

excessive cooling due to higher air flow rates. In co-flow,

since the air and fuel enter from the same direction, cath-

ode temperature is increased to avoid excessive cooling,

which in turn requires higher air flow rates and blower

power use. Similar results were obtained when steady-state

optimization was used by Inui et al. [23]. This is an impor-

tant contributor to the higher efficiencies in counter-flow

fuel cells.

Fixed ratio partial internal reformation improves the

power following ability of the fuel cell significantly and

eliminates the gap that was seen in the external-

reformation-only case. This is at the expense of higher

temperature variations compared with the 100% external

reformation case. Similar power tracking is obtained when a

fixed amount of external reformation is used, albeit with

somewhat higher temperature variations from nominal

conditions.

Generally, the controllers used have significant tolerance

with respect to changes in the operating conditions. For

example, in Ref. [5] the controller designed for one refor-

mation chemical kinetics was applied to an FC in which

another reformation chemical kinetics was used. Similarly,

in Ref. [4] the controller designed for external reformation

set-up was applied to the case where partial internal

reformation was used. Results were quite similar (variations

on the order of 0.1 percent), confirming that the

controller has a measure of robustness regarding operating

conditions.

Voltage 0.80 V

Cathode Inlet Temperature 978 K

Blower Power 185.185
Conclusion

Transport delays in external reformation and thermal varia-

tions due to rapid power following are two of the most sig-

nificant challenges in developing aggressive power tracking

for fuel cells, the latter being an important component of

thermal stress and fatigue that can reduce the durability and

life of the fuel cell. The counter flow configuration is studied

here. It is shown that partial internal reformation, in which a

portion of the fuel is directly injected as methane into the

anode, can be used to provide fast and reliable power

following. Advanced control techniques are used to mitigate

thermal variations. Unlike the co-flow configurations, in order

to avoid excessive thermal gradients, the amount of exter-

nally reformed fuel is adjusted, slowly. This results in a

different structure for the controller and fuel flows for main-

taining temperature profiles during transient operation. Thus

the controllers must respond in the order of their transient

response; electric power, blower power, direct-injected fuel

flow, and bulk fuel flow.
Appendix
A. Tables
B. Performance Measure

Consider the following: _NNominal is the required fuel flow rate

at nominal condition, calculated proportional to current by

using current based fuel control [13,32,49,50] as follows:

_NNominal ¼ i�ncell
U�2�F�1000��XH2

þ XCO þ 4XCH4

	 (B.1)

where the denominator includes the CH4 injected directly plus

the output of external reformer. Also, U is fuel utilization, for

which a constant value is used, i is the current, F is Faraday

constant, ncell is the number of cells, XH2
, XCO, XCH4 are

hydrogen, carbon monoxide and methane species concen-

trations, respectively. The total fuel flow rate is calculated

based on the summation of _NNominal plus D _NINT in which D _N is

the change in the flow rate of directly injected methane and

can be calculated as
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D _NINT ¼ Di�ncell
U�2�F�1000�4�X (B.2)
CH4

Where XCH4
is 1/3 to maintain a steam to carbon ratio greater

than 2:1. Net system power per mole CH4 can be used as a

measure of performance of fuel cell:

Perf_meas ¼ Net power of system
Flow rate of CH4

(B.3)

Flow rate of CH4 ¼ ðFlow rate of CH4ÞINT þ ðFlow rate of CH4ÞEXT
(B.4)

Recall net power is the power generated by fuel cell minus

blower power demand and it is set to be the same for both cases

of external reformation and partial internal reformation.
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